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Overview

•Guided Experience

•Background and Research 

•Mental imagery work in ELT 

•Activities



Guided Experience

Give me one word to describe how
you are feeling right now

Your favourite place



How are you feeling now?





Background and Research 

Mental imagery part of natural mental 
processes – use automatically in 
everyday life to help us –

Remember or imagine things, people, 
places, sounds, songs, feelings etc.



Mental images – creative discovery

•Beethoven created music with the 
mind’s ear

•Einstein imagined himself riding a 
light beam



Mental imagery –

•Help heal our bodies

•Facilitate learning and memory

•Improve performance in sports





In ELT classroom mental imagery can

- help us to teach better

- help our learners to learn more
effectively



Importance of images for verbal 
communication -

”An exchange of words is 
communicative only when it causes 
some modification of the images in the 
hearer’s mind”

Earl Stevick



Mental images refer to –

perception coming from inside mind 

- not from outside stimuli

Not just visualization –

VAKOG



V = visual

A = auditory

K = kinesthetic

O = olfactory

G = gustatory





see hear touch taste smell



Brainstorm things you like in each 
category

Give your partner a gift for each sense

Marina, I want you to see…
Jack, I want you to see…

Take your time, enjoy the images



Which image was easiest to visualize?

Give some details of the images

What feelings did you have?

Any images you couldn’t visualize?



Words are glued to images

Do not think of an elephant!

Don’t open your books yet!

Ss learn & remember concrete, 
imagery-related material better than 
abstract



Learners understand and 
remember better if make more 
connections and direct 
associations with L1 –

Experience – emotions – images –
language



Bidirectional connection –

•words stimulate mental images

•when we have a mental image we 
can describe it verbally



Individuals differ in ability to form
mental images

All can be taught to develop
imagery faculties



Ss bombarded - extreme visual input 

Video games, computers, smartphones
TV

Often multitasking

Output and depth of thought
deteriorate as attend to ever more tasks



Brain needs time to consolidate 
information coming in through senses

Imagery work gives Ss chance –

to go inside, extend attention span,
become more centred & clear-thinking



Mental imagery work in ELT

•Improves all 5 skills

•Facilitates memory

•Enhances motivation

•Strengthens self-concept



Need few material resources

Use limitless resource of Ss’ 
imagination as the stimulus for 
activities



Activities

Relax and close your eyes

We are going to create a story together

Try to imagine all the details

SEE - HEAR - FEEL



Bruno, a poor coconut seller, stopped 
what he was doing for a moment and 
sat down on a low wall in front of the 
beach. 



I will give you 20 seconds to 
imagine what Bruno is like



Later, Clara, a beautiful rich girl came 
to the kiosk and shouted rudely –

“Hey, you! Give me a coconut water!”



I will give you 20 seconds to 
decide what sort of woman Clara is



Pretty soon, they started dating. 
A few weeks later, at the restaurant, 
Clara’s father bluntly asked Bruno –

“What kind of future are you going to 
offer my daughter?”



I will give you 20 seconds to imagine 
how Bruno & Clara felt and reacted



Zeca, a criminal from Bruno’s past, told 
Bruno all about a foolproof plan he had 
to make some easy money.



20 seconds to see the situation 
in your mind’s eye



Bruno was now facing a real dilemma.

20 seconds to finish the story





Good for all levels + all 4 skills

Ss listen to parts of story

Ss individually write story



Swap stories, read carefully

Re-tell other S’s story to new partner

Ss can create their own bits of narrative 



Ss often complain – nothing to say 
or write in L2

Stimulating diverse sensory images 
in their minds leads naturally to 
richer production

Addresses Ss’ sensory preferences



Ss have greater feeling of being in 
control

Leads to greater fluency



The 5th skill

Ss often complain have no one to 
practise speaking with, but…

they can always talk to themselves!



Lots of down time – nothing to do

•Imagine conversations

•Describe things you can see

•Translate your self-talk



At the end of the day –

•comment on the best, most 
important things in your day

•plan the next day 



At night, just before you go to sleep –

•imagine - (see, hear, feel) - all the 
things you want to achieve & tell 
yourself about them



Motivation

Important component – personal 
meaning, relevance to lives

Images always related to personal 
meaning – come from within us

Greater sensory & emotional reality



Seeing film of book after reading –
often disappointing

Imagery work makes learners 
protagonists of learning process



Self-concept

Williams and Burden –

”An individual’s self-concept will 
have considerable influence on the 
way in which he or she learns.”



Henry Ford –

”Whether you think you can
or you think you can’t, 

you’re right.”



S: I can’t learn English.

T: ??

T: Yes, you can learn English.

Will not break negative idea limiting 
their real ability





We often programme ouselves to fail

Create negative beliefs

Turn into self-fulfilling prophecies



Can also programme ouselves to 
succeed

Say new, helpful things to yourself 
again & again

Affirmations





The ideal L2 self

More effective if Ss experience
success in inner images

Ss create motivating vision of 
themselves as successful future L2 
speakers



Imagine themselves speaking fluently 
with people – see, hear, feel

Also good for specific situations -
interviews, meetings, written exams 
etc.

Repeat often



Encourage Ss to –

•set realistic language-learning goals

•design plans

•put into action

•imagine achieving them



And you? Why not try envisioning –

Your Ideal Future Teacher Self?

Happy, fulfilled

Imagine all the details – see, hear, feel



Your mental images
can take you

wherever you want to go!



All you need to do is…

follow the advice the musician 
gave to a tourist lost in New York





Thank you!
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Guided Induction to Enhance Learning

Focus on your breathing and go inside and begin to relax. And as you begin to relax and to let go of things, you may like to think 
back and be surprised at how much you have learned over the last few days, and the preceding weeks and months and indeed over
all the years since the day you were born.

And as you listen to my voice you can go easily into a deep state of relaxation and begin to feel curious about what you will learn. 
And the more you listen to it, the more you will be able to enter a deep state of creativity and gain insights of great significance, as 
you allow yourself to get in touch with the wisdom of your unconscious mind.

And remember how as a tiny baby, you learned to sit up and then you learned to stand up, stand on your own two feet, and then, 
gradually, you learned to walk. And there were times when you fell down, and what did you do? You pulled yourself up to have 
another go. And again and again and again. Because you knew you could do it. You knew you could you learn. And you did. And 
you do.

And in the same way you learned to talk. And you made mistakes, and what did you do? You kept on talking and you got it right. 
Because you knew you could. You knew you could learn. And you did. Don’t you?

And in the same way you learned to read and to write. Right.

And perhaps you can remember how difficult all these things seemed at times and yet you managed to learn. You learned to do all 
the things that are important. And in the same way you are learning things now, with ease and excitement and enthusiasm.

And you can trust your learning. You’ve learned many things in the past and you’ll go on learning in the present and the future. Go 
on learning. And my voice will go with you.

And now just take a few deeper breaths and when you are ready and in your own time, come slowly and gently back into the room, 
bringing with you a sense of gladness and energy and vitality and the wisdom of all your learning, and take these things with you 
into the rest of your day and forward into the future.

© Jane Revell and Jack Scholes July 1998



FAVOURITE PLACE  - GUIDED EXPERIENCE

Focus on your breathing and / go inside and begin to / relax. And as you begin to  / 
relax and to / let go of things, you may like to / think for a moment of a place you 
really love, where you / feel good, where you / feel safe, where you can
/ be yourself. (PAUSE)
It could be a particular room in a house, or part of a garden or park or town, or 
somewhere in the country or by the sea … it can be anywhere you / like. (PAUSE) 
Think of it now and / imagine being there. You are in that place / right now. (PAUSE)

Look around you. What do you see? Notice everything. Notice the colours, the 
shapes, the textures. Are there any people or are you alone? (PAUSE)
What can you hear? Pay attention to the sounds. Are there voices or music or other 
sounds? Or is there silence? (PAUSE)
Are there any particular smells associated with this place? (PAUSE)
What kinds of feeling do you experience just being here? Do you / feel safe? At 
peace? warm? happy? strong? confident? What other things do you / feel? (PAUSE)



Enjoy being in this place for a moment … just looking … listening …. and feeling a 
sense of contentment. (PAUSE)
And maybe / allow a word to come into your mind that somehow symbolises this 
place for you? (PAUSE)
Because this is a place you can escape to any time in the future. It’s a place for you 
to / be yourself, to / chill out … unwind … and / relax, and it’s a place for you to
/ renew your energy. And / know that your word can help you / re-access this place 
very easily whenever you / choose to do that. 
Say that word to yourself once more in your head. (PAUSE)

(Slight change of voice – more energy + volume)
And now, when you’re ready, and in your own time, come slowly and gently back into 
the room, back into the here and now, feeling refreshed and re-energised to carry on 
your day. (PAUSE) Back you come! Wakey wakey!

[© Jane Revell, Ploudalmézeau, 11 October 2012]






